
From your perspective, what happened to Russell City, why do you think it happened, and how
did it affect your family? 

From what I have learned, Russell City was stolen from the families that called Russell City home because

of discrimination and greed.
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What is your connection to the Russell City Community?

My grandmother Nellie Sanchez had a home that was but a shack in Russell City. My father , Alfred

Sanchez and his brothers and sister were raised in Russell City.

What is your background? What meaningful value or expertise can you bring to the committee?

I was born, raised and educated here in the Bay Area. I have worked in Public Service most of my adult life.

I have worked at the Housing Authority, in Social Services, Parks and Recreation and most recently in

Education. I have been successful working and collaborating with people from different ethnic and socio

economic backgrounds.

Do you have any additional or unique qualifications you would like to share? If so, please list
them below.

detail oriented

passionate

collaborative

All of my work experience in Public Service has been a team based effort and collaboration. Everyone has

ideas, suggestions and perspectives that may be valuable.

Tell us about your experience working in a team or community-based process.

What is your purpose for being here? As a member of the committee, what do you want to
achieve? At the end of the day, what would you want to see happen and what are you willing to
do to get us there? 

I'm here to represent my family and the other descendants of Russell City and at the end of the day I want

to achieve monetary reparations and whatever else the committee decides upon. I'm willing to put in the

time and collaborative effort to get us there.


